and 7 licks to a pad. Our chumps & friends, N 2 4 1/4 & 21
January 13 & inches to a chump. N 2 5 1/2 & 18 inches, 8 16
licks to a chump. N 17 1/2 & 14 feet, to a chump. N 4 9 1/2 & 24
feet, 10 licks to a chump. N 5 7 1/2 & 53 feet, 10 licks to a chump.
N 3 1 1/4 & 38 feet, to a chump on a white Oak 7 2 feet
in diameter seven lines and a center line No. 10
7 1/2
feet and look around seven lines 8 5 7 1/2 & 10
feet & 15 inches to look white Oak Chump seven
feet 2 1/2 & 10 1/2 sands or 22 licks & the beginning
of the lane on the descent down is inside
Genuine lying one a Tanner's lane it remained
until we left the pencil's money is secured.
In making due one convey on the same hand it is
deemed one instrument between the parties. If the first
party on the descent from the Nether's Oak
seven on the line of conveying the lane from a Spring on the lane hereon conveyed.
September 1st, in the hands of the second
Deed. Seven feet to the fence in such way
and manner as may be preserved the second person
of Copley from using until from the said
Spring so as to prevent the destruction of
the lane arising which would sooner or later
esteem not making any judgment thereon until
me in the line of the 22 day of August 1873.

D. Graham

Nannie N. Graham

J. W. Robinson

Geo. S. Robinson
[Handwritten text not legible]